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Abstract
Capability machines are computers that provide support for fine grained control over memory accesses. Pointers are replaced by capabilities, unforgeable tokens of authority that represent the ability to access a memory location. As such, capability machines are an attractive target for secure compilation, and this interest is further compounded by the recent commitment from Arm to develop an industrial prototype of CHERI-based capability machines. It is thus no surprise that numerous recent works have proposed techniques for enforcing well-bracketed control-flow (WBCF) and local state encapsulation (LSE) [4, 6, 7], temporal stack safety [8], or temporal heap safety [3]. However, these solutions still fall short of ensuring what we believe to be complete stack safety. In this paper, we review recent propositions from the literature and identify limitations. We further propose a potential solution using a new form of capabilities.

1 Background
Capability machines are computers that provide support for fine grained control over memory accesses. Pointers are replaced by capabilities, unforgeable tokens of authority that represent the ability to access a memory location. Capabilities are represented by a range of authority (e.g., \( [b, e] \)), a permission (e.g., read, read-write, read-write-execute, etc), and the current address it points to, thus the capability \((p, b, e, a)\) provides permission \(p\) over range \([b, e]\) and currently points to address \(a\).

Capability machines are an attractive target for secure compilation as illustrated by numerous recent works showing how to enforce WBCF and LSE [4, 6, 7], temporal stack safety [8], or temporal heap safety [3].

We start by reviewing what guarantees on stack memory can be enforced by the different secure calling conventions proposed in the literature, but omit how these calling conventions operate due to space constraint.

Consider the code in Listing 1. This is a variant of the classical “awkward example” [2], which works as follows. Function \(f\) possesses some local state modeled by the variable \(x\) (line 3), which is set to 0 before calling some arbitrary adversarial code \(adv(\cdot)\). After the call returns, \(x\) is set to 1 before calling the adversary again. Finally, \(x\) is checked to be still equal to 1 at the end. This example relies heavily on WBCF and LSE for the assertion to succeed. If LSE is not ensured, then the second call to \(adv\) may modify \(x\). Similarly, if WBCF is not enforced, then during its second call on line 7, \(adv\) could keep the return pointer to line 8, call \(f\), which would then set \(x\) to 0 before calling \(adv\) again who can finally use the return pointer to line 8 and fail the assertion.

Using a secure calling convention as proposed by Georges et al. [4], Skorstengaard et al. [6, 7], it can be verified that the assertion does not fail in presence of arbitrary code. However, the calling convention proposed by Skorstengaard et al. [7] requires a prohibitive amount of memory clearing which makes it hardly usable in practice. Georges et al. [4] improves on this by introducing uninitialized capabilities, a new kind of capabilities that represent the permission to read, only after having written first. Leveraging uninitialized capabilities, the amount of required memory clearing is reduced from a quadratic amount to a linear one. Finally, StkTokens [6] is a calling convention proposing to use linear capabilities, which cannot be duplicated. The calling convention requires no memory clearing, but it may be difficult to efficiently implement linear capabilities in hardware, and some popular programming idioms (e.g., passing stack references in calls) may not be possible to implement [5, §3.6.2].

In another direction, Tsampas et al. [8] study the issue of temporal stack safety. Consider the code in Listing 2, \(8x\) on line 12 is a pointer to a location containing another pointer. After the call to \(f\), there is now a pointer at \(8x\) to the location previously occupied by \(z\) on line 11. The value of \(1\) depends on a global variable \(N\). It should be noted that \(1\) is stale after the return and should not be allowed to be passed down. Nevertheless, \(1\) is passed to \(h\) through \(g\). For well chosen values of \(K\) and \(N\), it is possible that \(1\) coincides with where the return pointer of \(h\) is stored and thus the store at line 2 can lead to the control-flow being hijacked.

To solve this issue, Tsampas et al. propose that capabilities are extended with “lifetime” information, basically the call depth of the function’s stackframe, and that capabilities with longer lifetime may not be used to store a capability with shorter lifetime. This would disallow the store on line 9 in the example. The main difficulty in implementing this proposal is that in order to allow for a call depth of size \(2^n\), \(n\) bits are required in the encoding of a capability. This is possibly expensive as it would already require 10 bits just to allow to use \(List.map\) on a list with 1000 elements.

1 https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/security/ctsrd/cheri/cherimorello.html
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Consider for instance that you are implementing a function that checks whether an input is equal to some secret string, and you found a formally verified piece of code that compares two strings in constant-time: it would make sense to use it as a library routine. The bottom half of Listing 3 showcases such a scenario, where compare_secret checks whether an input is equal to the secret by invoking the formally verified compare. Assuming that compare_secret is invoked by some adversarial code with a random input, the comparison will most likely fail. However, it turns out that the verified comparison function compare copies both inputs on its stack, but it does not scrub its stack before returning! On a regular machine, the adversary could recover the secret by abusing pointer arithmetic, even though intuitively, stack safety should forbid it. This is an instance of use after free.

Finally, LSE is too restrictive as it is a common programming idiom in C to pass stack references as arguments. For instance, consider \( f \) in Listing 3. It passes references to local variables to an adversary: \( x \) in a first call, then \( y \) in a second call. Variable \( x \) is set to \( 0 \) before the second call, and checked to not have been modified afterwards. The intuition\(^2\) is that the adversary should not be allowed to keep references to \( x \) in between calls as it is a stack variable whose lifetime may be short; it would thus be unsafe to keep a reference to it in a global variable for instance. This can be thought of as some sort of “fine grained” local state encapsulation.

\(^2\)As also argued by rule 17.6 of the MISRA-C guideline [1].

While these issues were not considered by previous works, they are partly solved by some of them. Thanks to its excessive memory clearing, fine grained local state encapsulation is possible and use after free is prevented by the calling convention of Skorstengaard et al. [7], but it does not support temporal stack safety. Though a vast improvement on performance, the new calling convention of Georges et al. [4] does not prevent use after free anymore. Similarly, StkTokens [6] does not prevent use after free either.

3 Monotone capabilities

The calling convention of Georges et al. [4] seems the most practical to use, but does not prevent use after free nor provide temporal stack safety. Their calling convention uses a combination of local capabilities and uninitialized capabilities. Local capabilities are capabilities that can only be stored on the stack (to simplify). An uninitialized capability with authority over range \([b, e)\) and currently pointing to address \(a\) gives read authority over \([b, a)\). When used to write to \(a\), the boundary is automatically increased so that read authority is now given over \([b, a + 1)\). Intuitively, by making the stack capability local and uninitialized, a caller knows that any reference to its stack variables are necessarily stored on the stack, and a callee cannot read what is left on the stack by uninitializedness of the capability. However, this does not protect a callee from its caller as shown by the previous example of Listing 3. We introduce monotone capabilities which can be used to prevent use after free and provide temporal stack safety. Assuming that the stack is growing upward, a monotone capability is a local capability that can only be stored above where it has read authority. This ensures temporal stack safety as in Listing 2, by preventing passing down a reference to a stack variable to the caller. By combining uninitialized and monotone capabilities, a callee is ensured that its caller cannot have kept a capability with read authority over its stackframe. Additionally, it is no longer necessary to scrub its stackframe, thus rendering dead store elimination less harmful [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 1</th>
<th>Awkward example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>void adv(void);</td>
<td>void adv(int* x);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void f(void) {</td>
<td>void f(void) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>static int x = 0;</td>
<td>int N, K;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x = 0;</td>
<td>void h(int* x) { *x = 0; }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adv();</td>
<td>void g(int* x) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x = 1;</td>
<td>char* t[K];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adv();</td>
<td>h(x); }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assert (x == 1);</td>
<td>void f(int** x) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td>char* t[N];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listing 2</td>
<td>Example violating temporal stack safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int main(void) {</td>
<td>int N, K;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int x = compare(secret, in);</td>
<td>void h(int* x) { *x = 0; }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return 0; }</td>
<td>void g(int* x) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listing 3</td>
<td>Issues with passing stack references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int compare(char* x, char* y)</td>
<td>int compare(char* x, char* y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int compare_secret(char* in)</td>
<td>int compare_secret(char* in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return 0; }</td>
<td>return 0; }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 As also argued by rule 17.6 of the MISRA-C guideline [1].
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